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The Borna Virus exaggerates many forms of emotions.  It is most known to be the cause of 
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, where a person is controlled by the need to have the house or the rug 
or the rituals in life exactly perfect. More lately it has very tentatively been linked to schizophrenia. 

 
 It drives a person in different ways, often beyond 
reason.  It appears to be behind addictive behavior of many 
forms, from excess worry, to excess complaining to 
unexplainable hopelessness, insecurity and suspicion.  There 
is considerable confusion in the person’s life because they are 
driven so strongly by this virus that they feel frequently out of 
control.  Until now, these were simply thought to be personality 
traits of the person, subject to considerable counseling or 
great avoidance. 
 
 From our findings, these excesses are simply caused 
by a single virus in many different combinations.  For instance, 
Borna Virus with a specific fungus causes a person to 
“overeat”, they need to have seconds and thirds, even though 
they know they physically don’t need it.  Borna with another 
specific virus gives a person an inordinate need to control 
issues and/or people in their life. Borna plus 4 different viruses 
makes a person overly inhibited.  Borna plus 2 bacteria is the 
start of addictive behavior - add a few viruses or funguses to 
the formula and you have the cause of alcoholism, smoking, 
etc.  
 
 It amazes us that the base virus has such an ability to 
mutate.  We tried to change “everything” that this virus 
affected by using the remedy for just the Borna Virus.  Some 
aspects lessened, but it wasn’t enough.  When we used the 
combinations, it was like dissolving a spot on a shirt or a 
blouse - the offending aspect was removed, leaving the rest of 
the personality intact.   
 
 By making formulas with these specific elements, we 
have seen strong positive changes take place in personalities.  
It is as if a weight has been taken off their shoulders and the 
true person emerges.  Many report that so much confusion in 
their life simply vanished. 
 
 When we first introduced these remedies to people who were highly afflicted, we were surprised 
to be met with anger, attack and demands. Clearly most people have little to no idea that they talk 
incessantly or worry beyond reason.  They feel that they are thorough in their explanation or that they are 
appropriately cautious and that other people are too loose.  One lady said that she absolutely had to 
complain to someone, so she would complain to the boss about the employees and complain to the 
employees about the boss.  She thought it was everybody else’s fault that she was let go from positions.   
 
 

 The Borna Virus was discovered near Borna, Germany during a war when the virus made a 
whole calvary of horses get sick. Later it has skeptically been associated with Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder and Schizophrenia. What you will learn in this paper is not known in current science and is 
well-proven in our extensive use of the virus in combination with other pathogens. 

SUCCESS 
 
 We have received more 
success letters about this group of 
remedies than any other of our 
remedies. All of the letters talk of 
positive change.  
 Experimentation began with 
the remedies in Feb, 2001. We now 
understand that the Borna Virus 
Combinations are behind over 90% 
of PHOBIAS, COMPULSIONS AND 
OBSESSIONS. We also understand 
that is a very big statement. Our list 
of 280+ remedies shows the extent 
of our current research. It has shown 
how easy it is to dismiss stage fright, 
compulsions to keep things (pack 
rat) and compulsions about health. 
 The psychological counselor 
who uses these remedies in a 
practice will find they are an 
immense help to getting to the most 
important issues. It will separate the 
small things that drain us from the 
major issues of our lives. The beliefs 
and judgements that make up the 
kernel of our problems emerge much 
more quickly.  
 More important, the person 
who uses these remedies will get to 
the joy of their life much more easily. 
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Like schizophrenia several decades 
ago, many of these issues are thought to be 
social shames.  There is denial because the 
attribute is considered a character flaw.  
Under that belief, when this virus is in you, it is 
difficult to be rational about it.  The best 
received explanation we have found so far for 
a person is that they have a base virus with 
several tentacles that is affecting their 
personality without their knowledge.  It is a 
conversion in thinking for us all to recognize 
that these attitudes and emotions actually 
have a virus base and the virus combination 
can be removed. 
 To take a light approach, we have 
given the remedies light names, like 
WHELMO for overwhelmed and JELO for 
jealousy.  No matter how light the name, 
some of the afflicted can be offended, so we 
also have the remedies available by number, 
such as BVC (Borna Virus Combination ) # 6 
or BVC #8.  A guide with both name and 
number is prepared. The bottom line is to 
make life easier for those with the virus in 
whichever way works for them. 
 If you need a little more technical 
detail to get started, here’s what we have 
found so far. Most of the judgments in our 
lives take on a fungus and store in the pons of 
the brain. Much longer term beliefs store in 
the thalamus of the diencephalon of the brain. 
The amygdala sparks emotions and decisions 
that have to get through this maze of filters 
stored in the pons and the thalamus. You can 
say these kinds of issues are a combination of 
thought and emotion. In the simplest of terms, 
the smaller the maze of virus-bound thoughts/ 
emotions, the easier it is to maneuver through 
your brain to what you want. If this is too 
technical, just think how difficult it is to walk in 
deep mud. 
 The people who have taken these 
remedies say they can hardly get enough of 
them. They were at first alarmed to find how 
many of them seemed to apply. When they 
felt things change, the long list became a 
testimony to how much better their life could 
be. Some people are vying for the title of 
“Borna King” or “Borna Queen”. There can be 
a temptation to try and “overdo” it. It’s not 
worth the risk to crash and burn when this 
could be so valuable. Therefore, on the right 
hand side of the page we’ve put a few tips 
about how to approach the remedies.  For 
most of us there is a lot inside wanting to 
come out and shine. We hope you become 
like the sun. 
 

 

TIPS ABOUT TAKING BORNA REMEDIES 
 
(1) Use your self observation to choose which remedies to 

take first. Many people copy the list or download the 
list of remedies from the web 
(www.healerswhoshare.com). They mark the remedies 
that jump out as aspects of their life they would like to 
change. For instance they want to be less shy, they 
don’t want to continue living their life based on protest 
(Fetal Alcohol Syndrome), etc. They make their initial 
list (Don’t be surprised if it is a long list). 

(2) They narrow the list to the top 6 (or fewer) issues they 
want to work on. You can take more at a time, but you 
seem to feel the change less. There’s no magical limit 
in 6. It just seems to be the comfortable range. 

(3) As a simple guideline, LIFE WISH is very smart to put 
in your first group. It is amazing how many of us have 
brought a death wish in our life. As subtle as it may be, 
it undermines all of our other efforts to achieve. (How 
much will we think we can achieve if a part of us 
doesn’t want to live?) PROCRASTINATE is also smart 
for more than the obvious reasons. The remedy 
EVERYBODY ELSE has made changes in so many 
peoples lives. They don’t make as much progress for 
themselves when they are always mixing up their 
needs with other people’s needs. Remember, you help 
the whole world by being a better you. GREAT 
ACCIDENT is extremely valuable if you have some 
belief that you were not wanted as a child. These are 
not mandatory first choices . . . just suggestions. 

(4) People remind themselves that this is all based on a 
virus. It is not an attack on their personality. It is like 
getting over a cold even though you may have had the 
cold since you can remember. You won’t lose anything 
except the things that are draining your life. You won’t 
become the polar opposite of the issue. For instance, if 
you feel you are too easily suspicious and you take 
SUS WUS you won’t lose the ability to be suspicious 
when it is appropriate. (With our government you need 
to remain a little suspicious). 

(5) Take the remedies. Don’t be surprised if you or your 
friends notice a difference in your behavior within the 
first 72 hours. For some people the change is so 
dramatic in the first few bottles that they think they 
have licked the problem in record time. However, 
usually it takes 3-5 or more mega bottles for the issue 
to remain gone for the rest of your life. Hopefully, as 
you feel the change, you’ll feel you are worth the 
investment to go the full mile to insure the change 
lasts (for the rest of your life). 

(6) Don’t beat yourself up if you miss a dosage once in 
awhile. Also, don’t give up on yourself and keep with it. 
You are worth the effort. 

(7) Welcome to happiness. Welcome to your life. 
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Borna Virus Linked to Mental Illness  
 
July 9, 2001 
Psychiatric study connects animal disease, mental illness  
By SALLY SQUIRES  
Reprinted from the Washington Post 
Copyright 2001 Washington Post  
 
 
What if mental illness is catching?  

Although it sounds far-fetched and remains controversial, this theory got another boost 
from a study published in a recent issue of the journal Molecular Psychiatry. Using a new 
diagnostic tool to screen blood for a pathogen known as the Borna virus, a team of German 
researchers from major academic institutions found that it infects up to 30 percent of healthy 
people and up to 100 percent of people with severe mood disorders.  

Borna disease is common in horses, where it can cause encephalitis. It's also been 
known to strike birds, cows, sheep, cats and dogs, producing behavior changes that are eerily 
similar to depression and other neuropsychiatric disorders in humans. Named after a town in 
Saxony (now Germany), where an outbreak of encephalitis in horses crippled the Prussian army 
in the late 1800s, Borna disease has been recognized in recent years, as an emerging illness 
among humans.  

In 1996, scientists at Scripps Research Institute in California found the first evidence that 
the Borna disease virus can infect human brain tissue. All of those infected had a history of 
mental disorders involving memory loss and depression. There are widely varying infection 
rates among animals and people in Europe, North America and parts of Asia.  

The link between neuropsychiatric disorders and infection in humans varies as well. 
Researchers in South Korea, for example, found no link between Borna disease infection and 
mental illness, while investigators in Taiwan found a high rate of infection in people with 
schizophrenia -- and among their family members and among mental health workers.  

"The fact that you find evidence of an infection in one population or another does not 
allow you to conclude that there is a causal relationship," said W. Ian Lipkin, Professor of 
Neurology at the University of California, Irvine, and head of a lab that unraveled the Borna 
disease virus genome. In other words, Lipkin said, scientists still can't tell which comes first: the 
infection or the mental disorder. (Various mental illnesses can suppress the immune system and 
make individuals more vulnerable to certain microbes.) And they also don't know how close the 
association is. It's possible, for example, to have Borna disease without depression and 
depression without Borna disease.  

How Borna disease is transmitted is also a mystery, although there's evidence in 
animals that it may spread via nasal passages, Lipkin notes in an article in the July issue of 
Trends in Microbiology. The article, written by Lipkin and two of his Irvine colleagues, notes that 
the link between the Borna virus and human disease remains controversial, but warrants 
continued investigation.  

Even so, no one suggests that Borna disease may be the only cause of depression and 
other mental disorders. Although researchers have discovered a link between certain types of 
infection and heart disease, they have not concluded that one causes the other. 
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A BOY A BOY BVC# 112 

Somehow the expression, "it's a boy" was not felt to be okay. The 
parents' original desire for a girl is felt by the "child within" that his 
gender is wrong and therefore he is both a disappointment and a flaw 
throughout his life. Releasing the exaggeration of the parents' desire in 
your mind allows the joy of being male, which was part of the plan 
before you were born. 

A DIM ANOTHER 
DIMENSION BVC# 120 

Seems to drift in a dreamy, other dimension-like, spaced out, apathetic 
ADD.  Often will trace imaginary patterns, do repetitive small actions 
and frequently may suck on food. Can't follow through on thoughts or 
directions by others. Mild to severe obstinacy. 

A GIRL A GIRL BVC# 111 

Somehow the expression, "it's a girl" was not felt to be okay. The 
parents' original desire for a boy is felt by the "child within" that her 
gender is wrong and therefore she is both a disappointment and a flaw 
throughout her life. Releasing the exaggeration of the parents' desire in 
your mind allows the joy of being female, which was part of the plan 
before you were born. 

A PLACE A PLACE FOR ME BVC#  60 

Belief that there is not a place for the person in the world. Strong sense 
that the world does not welcome or accept them and that there is little 
hope of ever finding an acceptance of what they are or what they do. 
Concurrent loss of idea of what they can do. 

ADDICT ADDICTION BVC#   1 Got to have or do whatever confirms that they are right or special. 
Sometimes a way of defending their integrity 

AKNO ACKNOWLEDGED BVC#  90 

Person feels like they are not acknowledged enough and seek a 
bottomless pit of praise and recognition . . . Which can never be 
enough. Always strives for acknowledgement and often hides the 
search with a display of superiority. 

ALC ADD ALCOHOL 
ADDICTION BVC#   2 Alcohol confirms that they are accepted in their own world 

ALN MNS ALONE 
MONSTER BVC#287 

The fear of being alone is so terrifying that it feels like a monster that 
will consume and kill the subject. It feels like imprisonment in a 
personal, dark dungeon from which there is no escape. Worse with 
Amygdaloma - Alone. 

ALN NOT ALONE NOT BVC# 213 Fear of being alone in life that does not necessarily include the fear of 
being lonely. 

ANI FAV ANIMAL FAVOR BVC#  87 
Prefers animal company over people. Life often revolves around one or 
more animals. Balance is needed because the emphasis fosters 
distrust of people. There are commonly concurrent digestive problems. 

ANXO ANXIOUS BVC#   3 Usually afraid they'll miss something or not learn enough. Anxiety 
about many details and needs 

APATHY APATHY BVC# 134 

For people who could "care less" for so many issues, that they hardly 
have interest in living. High degrees of "boredom" usually come from 
brain growths, yet for the exaggerated disregard that does not search 
replacement, this may help. If the subject is not even concerned about 
apathy, he/she confirms the need for the remedy. 

API FOB APIPHOBIA BVC#  61 Phobia about bees, wasps 

APREC APPRECIATED BVC#  75 

If you depend on others for statements or acts of appreciation, you are 
working yourself into a box of non-self acceptance. Allowing you to 
appreciate you becomes a subtle way of allowing your spiritual self and 
connection to the creative forces to emerge. 

BATL BATTLE BVC#288 

The subject turns everything into a battle. The subject battles 
themselves, their family, their work, the society, the way of thinking, 
their image, their ability to love, their ability to make money, what's 
right, what's wrong, etc., etc., etc.. Basically every part of their life and 
being is at war. Understandably there is often a feistiness, a rebellion, 
a feeling of rejection, a willingness to reject most anything and even a 
willingness to love things that can't accept love. Will is strong, 
acceptance is virtually non-existent. Make love, not war, sounds good 
but might as well be for another planet and certainly not the subject. 
When the subject is tired of fighting everything, this remedy sounds 
right. 
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BERING BEARINGS BVC#   4 Disorientation 

BG ENUF BIG ENOUGH BVC# 175 

Fear of being insufficiently large enough to (A) Protect yourself and 
your family (B) Defend yourself in life (C) Accomplish what you want or 
(D) Carry all the things you want to accumulate. The exaggeration of 
this fear from childhood or before often results in excessive weight. 
Bigness is better carried in character, compassion and love - all of 
which have no physical weight. 

BL BL BL  BLA BLA BLA BVC#286 

Similar to apathy the remedy aims at an exaggerated discounting of 
the value of life activities. Everything, except your pets, and everyone, 
including yourself, seem inconsequential. Nobody wants to hear your 
complaints and even you are tired of getting nowhere with your very 
personal observation of life. When you think that life, the purpose of 
life, the society and your existence don't matter, you have the blas. 
When you have this, you have the bla bla bla and need to help 
yourself. 

BLAME  BLAME BVC#  80 The propensity to blame others and find fault with their actions. Too 
much emphasis on others' mistakes makes you miss your own. 

BND EXP BOUNDARIES 
EXPAND BVC# 232 

We have all learned boundaries in childhood and society. In childhood, 
many learned boundaries as an expression of love by parents.  95% of 
the population has this borna wherein boundaries and limitations are 
somehow connected to being loved. Expanding the boundaries is not a 
rejection of love, but more commonly a process of overcoming self-
imposed limitations. The remedy will not expand boundaries beyond a 
character makeup. Instead it will broaden the possibilities of how to 
express love and happiness. 

BOK WRT BOOK WRITE BVC#  33 Phobias around writing books, papers, articles.  Includes fear of 
material being inadequate or quickly outdated. 

BOSS OK BOSS OKAY BVC#  91 For those with a fear of authority, from bosses to power figures to 
institutions of authority. 

BRD RLF BURDEN RELIEF BVC# 270 

For those who are driven to take some of the burdens of life for others - 
to lighten their load and relieve the pain. The push has some religious 
overtones and aspects of "good character" that might make it more of a 
humanitarian outreach than a compulsion. Often the subject sees it 
more as being a proverbial good friend who does things that people 
can't do for themselves when they have "bad luck". 

BRTH RT BIRTH RITE BVC#  72 Acting as if you don't have the right to be here, to create, to enjoy, to 
be a human being in the fullest sense. 

BUG OUT BUG OUT BVC#  37 Fear of parasites, usually fear is mostly about parasites getting on or in 
the person. Easily extends to fear of others who MIGHT have parasites 

BUSY BUSY BUSY 
BUSY BVC# 106 

The fear that others will perceive you as lazy is exceeded only by your 
own fear of being worthless.  The virus-exaggerated call to action 
breeds confusion, disorganization and stagnation around you.  Better 
to be a human being than a human doing. 

CAPABL CAPABLE BVC#  50 
No matter how much you've proven yourself capable on the job, in 
relationships, in war, you still inwardly berate yourself as incapable.  
Often reinforced in childhood by an authority figure. 

CAT SCZ CATATONIC 
SCHIZOPHRENIA BVC#  58 Very withdrawn, sometimes to the exclusion of others, and often in 

another world of their own 

CAUGHT CAUGHT BVC# 187 

Wanting to get caught doing something wrong. A pursuit of negative 
attention often so that you can be genuinely sorry, apologetic and 
remorseful. You may be tempted to say, "The devil made me do it" 
when actually the virus made you do it. This applies to self-destructive 
behavior in relationships, theft, deceit and similar behavior. 
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CEP CEP ACCEPT/RECEIV
E BVC#  74 

Allowing yourself to both accept and truly receive from others is an act 
of spiritual trust, putting aside vague martyristic patterns from society. It 
is also a gift to the giver. 

CHNG LS CHANGE LESS BVC#  65 
Loss of most anything (including a tooth), including the sale of 
something once owned, paralysis, makes angry and leads to self-pity 
and victimization consciousness. 

CHOS BE CHOOSE TO BE BVC# 102 
The obsession with denying our ability to choose to be all that we are.  
For people who feel "I can't": people who fear to venture into doing 
greater work because they can't figure out what it is. 

CHSTIZ CHASTISE BVC# 139 

Usually there is a deep unconscious self-blaming and beratement for 
being inadequate in some area of your life. It may start with blaming 
yourself for not correcting your parents' conflicts when you were age 4. 
Whatever the self-judgment is about, the issue takes on overtones of 
inadequacy in the eyes of God. Physiologically it sends a hormone 
from the adrenals that shuts functions down, frequently the lymph 
system (toxin removal) which causes weight gain. 

CLEAN CLEAN BVC#  40 
Fear of uncleanliness that leads people to constantly clean themselves 
(several showers/day), the area where they clean and into extreme 
measures to keep from contamination. 

CLOSFB CLAUSTROPHOBI
A BVC# 127 The fear of being enclosed. Formerly a non-borna formula. 

CLS FRE CLOISTER FREE BVC# 216 A fear of going outside "safe" boundaries, like your home. 

CM SRV G 
COMPULSIVE 
SERVICE WITH 
GRUDGE 

BVC# 236 

This remedy is designed for old souls who have made a deep 
commitment to service but feel highly used and little appreciated. They 
almost feel slaves to their own compulsion to service. They begrudge 
their own actions because they are not sufficiently paid, because they 
feel people do not recognize their value and, because they feel 
helpless to change it all. Hopefully this remedy helps return the sense 
of their own appreciation for their opportunity to express the beauty of 
the universe in service. 

CMP SRV CAMP SURVIVOR BVC# 149 
The survivors of concentration camps carry a guilt about living when so 
many others died. In physiological and emotional form this has 
transferred to include children and grandchildren. 

CNC SHD CANCER SHIELD BVC#  35 Phobia about contracting cancer 

CNJOIN CONJOIN BVC# 248 

Merging with your inner self and with your position in the universe 
seems spiritually and emotionally unobtainable. Only your exaggerated 
belief holds you back, because the truth is that is your true destiny. 
Don't let a little virus get in the way of knowing that you can obtain this. 

COMPL F COMPLETION 
FEELING BVC# 246 

Although a person may complete a task or episode in their life they 
never feel completion. The senses of non-completion are incorrect, but 
they feel like an ever growing number of mild cliff hangers. The person 
may have done all that is necessary and fully completed the task by all 
standards, but they continue to feel like more is needed. This is 
different from the person who can never actually complete tasks or 
agreements. 

COMPLT COMPLETE BVC# 141 They seem to never complete a task and are practically incapable of 
overcoming the paralysis. (See also PROCRS). 

CREATE CREATIVE 
FREEDOM BVC#  71 

Acting within the boundaries of social and academic agreement without 
giving yourself the license to truly create. The spirit is always found in 
the creative, but so many try to find the creative by fulfilling rituals 

CRIT-O CRITICAL-
OTHERS BVC# 131 

Often an internal, sometimes voiced criticism of other's appearance, 
demeanor, lack of consideration (especially for people "like" you). Their 
lacking is seen as the unwillingness to do better. Before you let go of 
this, be sure to see where the criticism is actually applicable to you. 
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CRIT-S CRITICAL-SELF BVC# 130 

Always criticizing yourself for a variety of issues from mistakes to 
clumsiness to forgetfulness and yatta yatta yatta. Somehow what was 
done correctly needs to be given at least equal recognition. (See also 
SLF LTH). 

CRM NOT CRUMB NOT BVC# 238 

Many people have great talents but eat too much humble pie. Humility, 
non-deserving, non-acceptance and other beliefs may be behind the 
process of accepting too little for yourself. These subjects often have 
too little money and too little fun because they accept too little for 
themselves. They are often under-employees, under expressed and 
not understood enough. This remedy is to help those people accept 
their whole cake and not just the crumbs. 

CRN JRK CORNEA JERK BVC# 144 

Attraction to compulsively look at the physical appearance of someone, 
usually from sexual excitement. The attraction feels like fantasy 
interruptus - look but don't act. The process is a compulsive distraction 
from whatever your task. 

CROWDS CROWDS BVC# 128 

For people who become uncomfortable in large crowds, especially in 
enclosed rooms and more especially in crowded elevators (See also 
CLOSFB). Helps you get over the feeling of being potentially 
smothered. 

CRTCZD CRITICIZED BVC# 157 

A fear of being criticized that often drives people to become 
workaholics, exercisaholics, dietaholics, overachievers. You avoid the 
expected criticism you perceive could happen by doing whatever you 
think will shield you. 

D/S CMPL DAUGHTER/SON 
COMPLETION BVC# 268 

In the mind of the subject there is always a (subconscious) focus on 
being a daughter or son, regardless of the current other roles in life. 
The thinking is "stuck" on the rules, expectations and modalities of 
success of the childhood which prevents a full emotional growth. It 
appears as a self-limitation or refusal to expand principles of life. The 
remedy is often taken with Wonderful Daughter/Son. 

DARE BE  DARE TO BE BVC# 114 

For those who feel they do not have the fortitude to push themselves 
past the limitations of how they were raised so that they can be more 
than they currently conceive. As in CHOOSE TO BE, there's a fear of "I 
can't". This goes further to a fear that parents and childhood friends will 
feel you abandoned them and don't love them, which will risk them not 
loving you anymore and seems to risk your very foundation. Your 
foundation is in God and in your contribution, which will increase love 
from most. 

DCD RIT DECIDE RIGHT BVC# 137 

As in "buyers remorse", there is the constant doubt about the 
correctness of a previous decision. Similar to the term of "second 
guessing", the person wonders if their action was a guess or an act of 
wisdom. The remedy becomes a step in testing yourself and the 
universe. 

DECIDE DECISIVENESS BVC# 138 

With this combination of pathogens it is hard to make a decision, 
including the decision to take this remedy. It feels like a combination of 
not wanting to and not being able to make a decision coupled with a 
hope that circumstances will make the decision for you. 

DEEP FR DEEPEST FEAR BVC# 180 

From a speech by Nelson Mandela, "Our deepest fear is not that we 
are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 
measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. . .  As 
we let our light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission 
to do the same. As we liberate from our own fear, our presence 
automatically liberates others." 

DEFENS DEFENSE BVC#  41 
People who are easily hurt by criticism or perception of criticism, no 
matter how constructively it is offered.  Engenders defensiveness. 
Commonly they privately think what to say to defend themselves. 

DEMEAN DEMEANED BVC# 283 

It seems that almost no matter what the subject of discussion or 
endeavor, the subject sees it as demeaning to them. It could be race, 
class, status or perhaps no definable category. The subject feels 
slighted, put down or made less than even when there is no intent to 
do so. 
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DICTAT DICTATE BVC# 266 

An exaggerated form of over control. The subject must dictate their 
own schedule, rebels against any other schedule and consequently 
dictates the life of those around them. They are commonly described 
as refusing to listen to others, arguing with most everybody to get their 
way and having almost no regard for the wishes of others. There is a 
self-centered, self-righteousness, virtual arrogance that makes the 
subject like a perpetual teenager on steroids. 

DIREC DIRECTOR BVC#   5 Control issues.  Needs to control and direct. As child passive whiner. 

DNY REL DENY REALITY BVC# 171 

A virus-exaggerated, subconscious attitude of not judging. Assuming 
unusual circumstances are simply unusual and not warnings of the 
inappropriate, you manage to deny reality under the guise of open-
mindedness. When you find yourself in the wrong situation at the 
wrong time you mistakenly assume you have bad judgment instead of 
this virus. 

DOMO DOMODOM BVC#   6 Needs to control things and have them his/her way. 

DPR ANX DEPRESSION 
ANXIETY BVC# 227 

Almost any form of anxiety triggers and magnifies depression with this 
condition. After a while depression feels constant. There is often anger 
and bitiness that comes with it. Prevotella Melaningenica, combined 
with a pituitary lump and retrovirus can bring on a similar depression. 

DRIVER DRIVER BVC# 214 Fear of driving. 

DRK LIT DARK LIGHT BVC# 197 

A fear of darkness called "nyctophobia". Halloween antics are not fun 
and you want a light where you sleep when this is strong. With the 
remedy darkness will be no more scary than a shadow in bright 
sunlight. 

DRMA QK DRAMA 
QUEEN/KING BVC# 229 

Some people seem addicted to drama as a means of attention or a 
way of life. Though they may deny the obsession, drama somehow 
appears in their transitions, relationships and sometimes their 
demeanor. They may be afraid to take this remedy for fear life will 
become boring or non-effective without frequent drama. Instead they 
might expect life to become steadier, more building and less chaotic. 

DRT LES DIRT LESS BVC#  36 Fear of dirt from an unknown source. 

DSRV DESERVE BVC#  64 Belief that I don't deserve anything good, even though I might profess 
quite the opposite. 

EMB CHT EMBEDDED 
CHATTER BVC# 123 

The mundane, often trivial details to take care of become an 
exaggerated pattern of thought. Did I pay the bills, buy groceries, get 
the office work done, etc? Patternistic thoughts crowd out new 
thoughts and progress on life work. It is like breaking out of a rut on 
small-stuff thinking. 

EMBARS EMBARRASS BVC# 100 

There is an embarrassment about so many mistakes in life that the 
person almost physically shutters to think about them.  They feel 
almost doomed to make mistakes, so even when they are right they 
feel they will later be wrong and tend not to own their accomplishments 
or their life. 

END ENZ ENDOCRINE 
ENZYMES BVC#  44 

Coordination of pineal/pituitary for use (not assimilation ) of enzymes in 
brain and body.  Brain functions slowly so that they don't think they can 
keep up with their relationships, job, society 

ENEMYZ ENEMYZE BVC# 257 

For subjects who unconsciously make an enemy of people (even 
friends), look to see how these people are enemies and how they can 
prevail over the enemies. The condition includes an assumption that 
"the world and I are enemies". "I can't trust myself as an enemy 
because there's a place in me that will make me sin, etc. I can't trust 
others for the same reason". It takes some introspection to find this in 
one's self or others. See also Trust and Got To Win. 
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ENUFF ENOUGH BVC#  98 
Not enough becomes a life theme so that the definition of enough is 
lost.  Without realizing it we think we never do enough, accomplish 
enough or are recognized enough. 

ENVY ENVY BVC# 278 

The word translates into a universal emotion in every culture. It is not 
uncommon to admire something so much that you envy the person 
who has it. This remedy is for the exaggerated envy that drives people 
to ignore what they already have and lose some of their personality to 
the desire for what another person has. The biggest issue is the loss of 
their current value to the expectation of future personal value when 
they get what another has. The remedy aims to take the obsession of 
envy back to healthy admiration. 

ESCAPE ESCAPE BVC# 176 

For people who constantly remove themselves from reality and escape 
into another world. This covers everything from excessive day 
dreaming, fantasizing, ear phone music systems, video games, 
romance novels plus numbing of self with food, drugs and alcohol. This 
will help one accept reality and the earth plane, plus be more present 
in the moment. Different from ANOTHER DIMENSION.  

EVE ELS EVERYBODY 
ELSE BVC#  63 

Everybody else comes first and I don't count.  Remedies will work for 
everybody else, but not for me.  Good things can happen for everybody 
else, but not for me. 

EX EX EXCUSES 
EXCUSES BVC# 109 

In this instance, the many pronged fear of inability relies on excuses to 
muddle through. In some ways these excuses expand to excuses and 
apologies for even existing. Healing this infection allows many other 
parts of life to heal. 

EXC EXP EXCESSIVE 
EXPECTATIONS BVC# 222 

For those who have an exaggerated, more than ideal expectation of 
themselves, other people and organizations.  The people quote 
personal slights and missed performances of others as the details of 
the criteria. There are elements of usually feeling very right about their 
own actions. Many stoically keep the issue inside as if their standards 
are universal and everybody else should know what they think is right. 
One boy aged 9 with this borna almost quit talking to other children. 
Taking the remedy does not make the person wrong. It simply expands 
the acceptance that others have different criteria and plans than they 
have (with no judgments, unless the person needs other Bornas about 
judgment). 

EXCT AD EXCITEMENT 
ADDICTION BVC# 143 

Makes all other aspects of life look boring. There are overtones of 
perceived social rejection and self-imperfection which heads the 
subject towards distracting exciting behavior. Some go to high risk 
adventure, some to crime and some to sex. 

EXP INT EXPRESS 
INTELLIGENCE BVC# 220 

Several viruses combine to block expression of intelligence in a way 
that bottles up many forms of inner knowing. The results can range 
from a feeling of lack of self-confidence, procrastination, persistent 
ineffectiveness. Even obstructionism through indirect expression to 
occupational or social demands may come out. In time this could even 
progress to such a strong frustration that resentment and hostility are 
expressed to almost everyone. The personality will then be seen as 
stubborn, negative and spiteful, which is the time the subject needs to 
use that inner intelligence to take this remedy. You may be very smart 
inside and even a nice person, but this combination may block you 
from success and relationships. 

EXPCNS EXPECTATIONS BVC# 173 

People want and expect more from "me" than I want to give. Their 
expectations may drain me and take away from what I want to do (my 
calling in life). Spouses, family, bosses and the public seem like the 
perpetrators as I become overburdened.  This is a perception that may 
not be nearly as real as felt and will be magnified in the person's mind. 

F SHOCK FATHER SHOCK BVC# 121 

When a child comes, the primordial responsibility of bring home the 
bread hits a father as he gazes on the sweet face of the new 
obligation. He becomes numb to theoretical or abstract thoughts, fits all 
relationships (including his wife) into this primary need and becomes 
something of an automaton in the fulfillment of his income-winning 
task. Hopefully perspective and trust in the world can be regained. 

FAL JDG FAILURE 
JUDGEMENT BVC# 243 

There is a self judgment of being a failure. This remedy is magnified by 
almost any other Borna Virus Combination. 
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FAS FETAL ALCHO 
SYND BVC#   7 Belligerent, non-cooperative.  May be present even if mother did not 

drink during pregnancy. Father may be drinker. 

FEAR FN FEAR OF FEMALE 
NO BVC# 251 

This is for an exaggerated fear of females saying no and makes the 
person avoid associations where a female can say no. This often starts 
with experiences with mothers and is usually accompanied by a non-
Borna remedy, Fear Memory. The single word is made powerful by the 
Borna exaggeration and becomes one of the most dreaded words a 
female can say to the person with this affliction. 

FEAR MN FEAR OF MALE 
NO BVC# 250 

This is for an exaggerated fear of males saying no and makes the 
person avoid associations where a male can say no. This often starts 
with experiences with fathers and is usually accompanied by a non-
Borna remedy, Fear Memory. The single word is made powerful by the 
Borna exaggeration and becomes one of the most dreaded words a 
male can say to the person with this affliction. 

FER FCN FEAR OF FEMALE 
CONTROL BVC# 253 

Many people subconsciously hold this exaggerated fear starting with 
experiences with the mother. It is generalized to a fear that all females 
seek to control your life. The strength of the fear often attracts 
domineering females. You don't have to believe that anyone seeks to 
directly control your life, much less a female. 

FER MCN FEAR OF MALE 
CONTROL BVC# 252 

Many people subconsciously hold this exaggerated fear starting with 
experiences with the father. It is generalized to a fear that all males 
seek to control your life. The strength of the fear often attracts 
domineering males. You don't have to believe that anyone seeks to 
directly control your life, much less a male. 

FIX IT FIX IT BVC# 256 

A fight/flight syndrome based on feeling unable or unwilling to repair a 
problem. Many take stances around issues to avoid fights and/or avoid 
circumstances they might need to take flight from. Many have a 
number of issues or circumstances that need to be fixed, repaired, 
cleaned, etc., but can't find time to do it. This remedy goes well with 
procrastination. 

FLOW FLOW SENSE BVC#  73 
Ignoring the flow of life and the universe. Disbelief that I can find that 
flow and join with it. Disconnection with the living design of life and its 
connection to all things. 

FLT FRT FLIGHT FRIGHT BVC# 177 

White knuckle, nervous flyers who fear the worst and sweat propellers. 
They are easily upset if the pilot doesn't sound right on the intercom, if 
the wind sounds are unusual, if the plane turns steeply, etc. Anything 
out of the ordinary is frightening, as is some of the ordinary. 

FNS YST FINISH 
YESTERDAY  BVC#  52 

With new tasks, can't stop for rest until project is done.  Drives 
coworkers nuts and is disgusted with others without same attitude and 
inhuman drive 

FOD FOD FOOD FOOD BVC# 148 Compulsive consumption of large quantities of food, usually with little 
regard to taste. 

FRE WRK FREEDOM AND 
WORK BVC# 263 

This remedy is for a fear that forms resistance to anything that inhibits 
the freedom to do one's "work" in the world. The subject often has a 
sense that his or her calling is primary in life. Relationships and/or 
responsibilities that could distract from doing the calling are shunned. 
World evidence shows that some responsibilities or relationships 
actually help the calling, but the subjects only see/feel/fear the loss of 
freedom.  Balance could be achieved in the other areas and be good 
for the subject because balance is usually missing with this condition. 

FREE ME FREE ME BVC# 217 

For those who put themselves through a myriad of self punishments to 
keep themselves enslaved to some idea that success and happiness 
will take them away from God. The multiple justifications for 
punishments spin such  a compound spider web of success prevention 
that you can only abandon logic and say "free me". 

FT PHOB FAT PHOBIA BVC# 156 

A fear of getting fat that drives people to anorexia, bulimia or other 
forms of avoiding food and/or fat. Astrocytoma, Can SI, and 
Campylobacter are part of the physiological cause for panic about the 
issue (as well as the answer to panic disorders). This will not push into 
becoming a pig. Usually there are other borna-based anxieties in 
addition, i.e. ANXO, CRIT-S, SLF LTH, CHSTIZ, GORGES, FOD FOD, 
PAT, etc. 
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FULFIL FULFILLMENT BVC# 247 

The subject never seems to  be fulfilled in life. Even though it is only an 
exaggerated belief by the subject, it feels like a curse or a hex. Even 
though there is physical fulfillment it is never fulfilling to the subject. 
 

FUT FER FUTURE FEAR BVC# 167 
An uneasy apprehension of what negative things might happen in the 
future. There is a concurrent reluctance and partial paralysis about 
making firm plans for the future. Life seems unsure. 

FUT SPT FUTURE 
SUPPORT BVC#  42 

Fear that there will not be anybody to support their efforts in the future, 
if they need help. Limits the thought of making organizations that can 
do more than they can single-handedly. 

GEN BS GENDER BIAS BVC# 215 
Dislike to fear of the opposite sex, in a non-homosexual bias. The 
person may sexually prefer the gender they can't stand to talk with or 
be with. Relationships can be very difficult and confusing. 

GEN FEM GENDER FEMALE BVC#  56 Acts more female than actual gender. 

GEN MAL GENDER MALE BVC#  57 Acts more male than actual gender. 

GET EAS GETTING IT 
EASIER BVC# 223 

This remedy is very similar to Life's A Breeze. With this group the 
person has exaggerated the belief that nothing will be accomplished 
that does not require lots of effort. They feel they need to do a lot to 
"get it". The belief makes them do extra work to accomplish what could 
be done more simply. With this formula the person learns how to 
simplify tasks and routines to the essentials and still accomplish 
essentially the same bottom line. Getting it becomes easier and the 
intuition is allowed to join with the native intelligence. 

GLM DOM GLOOM & DOOM BVC# 133 

Usually expecting a calamity in some part of our existence dampens 
the joy of the other parts of our living. Although seemingly "bad" things 
do happen in the world, it is better to prudently plan for the 
consequences than dwell on an exaggerated effect. 

GLT BLM GUILT BLAME BVC# 110 

As a way of blaming others for interfering with you and your agenda, 
you make others feel guilty. For example, when someone 
stops/interrupts you from your task, you respond something like, 
"That's okay, but 200 people will probably die because you stopped 
me". 

GOD PLS GOD PLUS BVC# 117 

For those who have a deep belief, conscious or unconscious, that one 
can only love God.  It prevents them from expression or reception of 
love from/to another for fear of abandoning/betraying God. There is a 
suspicion that a relationship with another will have negative 
repercussions from God. It is OK to love God plus other expressions of 
God.  

GOOD BT GOOD MAKES 
BETTER BVC# 228 

A feeling, very often very deep inside, that if something good happens 
it is a sign that soon something bad, probably worse will happen. The 
subject therefore never allows full happiness for fear of the 
expected/imagined consequences. One person realized she had 
"imitated happiness" and therefore happiness remained a concept, but 
not a reality. With this remedy the expectation of  something even 
better could happen might replace dire expectations. 

GOOD BY GOOD BYE BVC# 164 

Replaces the remedy REJOIN. When someone leaves and there is no 
closure, some feel abandoned (even if this word is not used). Usually 
this stems from childhood (not always) and the feeling is magnified by 
this virus so that you feel that all people of a similar status will do the 
same (i.e. your father leaves before you are born so you feel all men 
will abandon you). 

GORGES GORGEOUS BVC# 140 For those who consider their looks ugly, despite the facts. They often 
either hate mirrors or have lots of them around (or both). 

GOT BUY GOTTA BUY BVC# 125 

Some people feel the need to buy, whether because of impulse to own, 
empowerment displays, coveting or preparedness. With this impulse, 
the rationale is far secondary to simply buying. You've won when you 
walk past bargains. (See also SHP HOL) 
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GOTAGO  GOTTA GO BVC# 281 For subjects who feel and usually act rushed. 

GOTO WN GOT TO WIN BVC# 258 

A competitiveness that demands winning in more than normally 
competitive conditions. It spreads to relationships. Community activities 
and even running for offices in local towns and associations. You are 
always right and others are almost always wrong. Debates become 
arguments. Discussions become demands to prove your point. Sharing 
becomes domination contests. Complaints are constant. There is a 
high correlation to high blood pressure - remedy for blood pressure is 
included. 

GREMLN GREMLINS BVC# 146 

The perception of something inside compelling you to do negative 
things to yourself and others (or to property). Often includes self- 
mutilation (tattoos, piercings, torture (physical or emotional), 
sometimes bombings and pyrodestruction. Feeling of being suffocated. 

GRN GRS GREENER 
GRASS BVC# 185 

Always looking at other opportunities and wanting something you don't 
have with the assumption that the grass is always greener on the other 
side of the fence. Logically the people are happy with what they have, 
but the virus pushes them to want what others have. 

GRT ACT GREAT 
ACCIDENT BVC# 113 

For those who learned they were conceived by accident when their 
parents were not planning a child (and often did not want a child). 
There's a feeling of not being wanted, being undesirable, being 
unacceptable and having little right to be alive. Life manifestations 
range from a series of failed relationships to workaholics. The issue is 
more that you are a determined soul who can change an "accident" to 
a "great act". 

GRTCHI GRITCHIES BVC#  38 Fear of all kinds of microorganisms.  Might overlap with DRT LES, ULT 
CLN, BUG OUT 

HAP WAP HAPPY WHAP BVC#   8 Depression, along with other Borna-based emotions 

HET FER HEIGHT FEAR BVC# 190 

Officially "acrophobia" this is a bonafide phobia about heights or even 
the thought of heights. A person who is mortified on the edge of 
mountains or sky scrapers. To some degree many of us have some 
extra care with heights and danger, but this is close to paralyzing and 
nauseating in strong cases. May go well with FLT FRT.(Formerly a 
non-Borna formula). 

HGH LOW HIGH LOW BVC# 147 

Similar to the discarded term of manic depressive. The subject has 
either emotional highs of elation, sometimes bordering into euphoria 
with boundless energy, then a crash to sadness bordering into despair 
and catatonia. The highs have delusions of grandeur, while the lows 
often have extreme worthlessness. Times of "normal" inject in varying 
time frames. Blood sugar problems and alcohol intensify mostly the 
lows. 

HIDE NT HIDE NOT BVC#  99 

For people who don't like people to look at them.  They are usually 
willing to work, even when they know people will see them 
(entertainment), but don't want to be looked at when not working. 
(Somewhat the opposite of stage fright). 

HLN HDG HOLINESS 
HIDING BVC# 271 

This is sometimes subtle to recognize. The subject tries to hide the true 
spiritual nature of his/her services by accepting a fee. The affliction has 
overtones of a monk or nun trying (again) to be a self-sufficient 
servant. Service and remuneration are fine, but something is lost in the 
subterfuge of purpose when done for this motivation. 

HOM SAF HOME SAFE BVC# 183 

Fear of your home or life being invaded. Some will check doors and 
windows nightly; others will overly suspect identity theft, government 
tampering, car jacking, arrest, etc. Won't it be nice to experience how 
much of the apprehension was only fueled by a virus? 

HR KEEP HAIR KEEP BVC#  81 For an obsession of pulling out one's hair called trichotillomania. Hair 
pulling/cutting issues are often an emotional protest. 

HRO SAV HERO TO SAVIOR BVC# 135 

Imagining or manifesting circumstances which would place you as 
needing to "save the day". Some would call this the messianic 
complex. Whether it is a society problem, a person's life or some 
injustice, you feel like you are called to fix it. Sometimes you're right, 
but not as often as it seems. 
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HYP CON HYPOCHONDRIA BVC# 192 

A fear of having some sickness or calamity. There is a constant 
suspicion that something is wrong with the health or will go wrong with 
the health or might go wrong with the health or is, will, and might go 
wrong with anything. The anxiety feels all balled up like the previous 
sentence structure. To take this remedy the person must be assured it 
is safe, has no negative side effects and will not irreparably damage 
their personality in some way. All of those safety factors are built into 
this remedy. (Formerly a non-Borna formula.) 

IMAGE  IMAGE BVC# 277 

There is a huge emphasis on how a person is seen and perceived. It is 
called narcism by many and vain by others. All borna virus 
combinations have some element of this so the remedy gets to the 
heart of the issue. The emotions range from great ego to feeling like a 
worm (see High Low). In between is envy (see Envy) and the need to 
match or better someone else's image and possessions. Rage and 
borderline personalities enter some of the pictures. The remedy aims 
at helping the subject become themself, which is usually better than 
what the subject formerly thought. 

IN WAY IN THE WAY BVC# 265 

Fear that your presence is in the way of somebody or something 
happening the way it should. It is a propensity to absent the self not 
only from being present or valuable but judging that your absence 
would also be better than your presence. This is carried to an extreme 
in depression where absence is thought of in death terms. 

INCL ME INCLUDE ME BVC# 218 

Some have a fear of being left out of activities or parts of life. The fear 
magnifies to a general fear of being left out of anything you hold dear. 
It expands to a suspicion that people are plotting to exclude you or 
planning to eliminate your presence. See also INCLUD. 

INCLUD INCLUSION BVC#  92 A feeling of being excluded from groups, organizations and community 
that creates a vague to strong feeling of being an outcast           . 

INF CMP INFERIORITY 
COMPLEX BVC# 170 

A pervading, underlying feeling of not being good enough and not 
being able to do good enough. Often the person feels that their best 
will be unsatisfactory and no matter what they do, it won't succeed. 

INHIB INHIBITED BVC#   9 Doesn't see own value, overly fearful of imposing themselves on 
someone. Like former nun or monk 

INJ NOT INJURE NOT BVC# 221 

For Self-Mutilation Disorder or Self Injurious Disorder. This issue 
carries a desire to injure the self by any of cutting, burning, puncturing, 
hitting, scarring, bone breaking or tattooing. The subjects do not so 
much feel they are injuring themselves, but instead are using pain to 
make a feeling of being more in control of their lives. The pain plus the 
remaining badges of pain often are stated as an avoidance of feeling 
self-loathing, alienation, numbness, worthlessness and detachment. 
They often state they would rather feel physical pain than emotional 
pain. The injuries are not a suicide attempt - death does occur 
sometimes - but more an attempt to gain attention. 

INVSBL INVISIBLE BVC# 260 

Trying to be invisible is quite a struggle, especially when you are 
physically visible. The no-win situation still sees people doing or 
promoting things and hoping no one will notice. There is a secret fear 
that people will hurt you just for existing or a fear of blame or a fear of 
jealousy. It is very hard for others to know you or even for you to know 
you with this affliction. People who take this report that their fears were 
usually answered with people liking to acknowledge them. See also 
Wall Flower. 

ISOLAT ISOLATED BVC#  54 Cocoons self so that no one can understand or effectively 
communicate with them. Like autism. 

JDG FTR JUDGEMENT 
FUTURE BVC# 244 

The subject holds an exaggerated apprehension of how they will be 
judged in the future for what they do or don't do in the present. 
Ironically the same person appears perfectly willing to surpass "rules" 
of the present, even though they fear how they will be judged on 
"universal principles". 
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JDS CPX JUDAS COMPLEX BVC# 235 

This is a remedy of exaggerated self-judgment as a betrayer like Judas 
(before his writings disclosed that his "betrayal" was requested by 
Jesus). The subject almost subconsciously feels they should be 
punished even when they do good things. They seem to have invented 
the expression, "No good deed goes unpunished". They feel neither 
understood nor appreciated by others and have doubts about both 
feelings for themselves. So many things don't seem to work for them. 

JELO JEALOUSY BVC#  10 Jealous 

JOY JOY JOY ABUNDANCE BVC#  69 
Subconscious denial of joy in the life. Frequently the claim that 
whatever they are doing brings lots of joy, when the face and the 
actions reads differently 

JUST SO JUST SO BVC#  11 Classical addiction to having things exactly positioned right. Obsessive 
about looks of house and often, self. 

JUSTIC JUSTICE BVC# 206 

For a consuming worry about injustice in the world. Subjects 
commiserate over conditions of injustice as if they are living it more 
than the "victims". Subjects are impelled to causes, protests, etc. like 
moths to a flames. Their own life can become a victim of the feelings 
as much as the victims of the injustices they fight. The remedy helps 
gain a perspective that will make their actions more prudent and 
effective without martyrdom. Worse with FAS and Penituberculosis. 

KLEPTO KLEPTOMANIA BVC# 188 
Not to be confused with "klutz". A compulsion to take what is not yours. 
A need to steal (usually petty theft, like shoplifting) driven by the borna 
virus. 

KNK KNK KNOCK KNOCK BVC# 211 For a compulsion to knock or rap on everything within reach from 
desks to walls to fences to cars, etc. 

KNW MOR KNOW MORE BVC# 136 

Although the person would not think to use the term, people would call 
them "know it all" because of the overbearing demeanor. They feel 
they should know all the answers and they act accordingly. This 
remedy will not diminish what they do know, but open the doors of self-
expectation in order to know more. 

LAC LAC LACKING BVC#  12 Fear of not having enough, like money for 20 years from now for your 
30 year-old children 

LAMB NT LAMB NOT BVC#  76 

Always sacrificing your actions, vein of thinking, way of life, desires and 
goals for a spouse or an organization makes you a continual sacrificial 
lamb, living on the martyrisitic and masochistic borderland of guilt 
about even existing. Bringing into balance the art of mutual enablement 
to do what you are called to do in your soul contract helps everyone. 

LET GO LETTING GO BVC#  13 Hangs on to thoughts. Won't let go of them. May often repeat thoughts 
to self and others 

LIF APR LIFE APPROVAL BVC#289 
The subjects are overly disturbed when their plans are criticized, when 
their decisions seem to be disapproved of or when their personal 
viewpoint is challenged. 

LIF BRE LIFE'S A BREEZE BVC# 174 

When everything seems like a struggle and so few things go smoothly, 
life can hardly feel worth the effort. As the American expression goes, 
"Life's a bitch". The need to struggle may be magnified by the borna 
virus and the removal of this combination may help you see, find and 
attract easier ways. 

LIF CON LIFE CONTROL BVC# 275 

This reflects an exaggerated fear of not controlling the basic or 
fundamental aspects of your existence, i.e. loss of job, security base, 
home, etc. Whereas the fear could be real, the exaggeration makes 
excessive worry or excessive attempts to control others. The remedy is 
compatible with many other Borna combinations. 

LIF LOV LIFE LOVE BVC# 182 

Some of us perceive life as a painful process with few interludes of 
acceptability. There is a fear of life and the life force as one painful 
event after another. It is surrounded by a general apprehension of 
unsafe and an expectancy of the worst. Thank God there are many 
living who enjoy life and prove that this is an exaggerated viewpoint 
that can be changed. 
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LIF PAR LIFE 
PARTICIPATION BVC#  70 

Going through the motions of life without really being there. Forgetting 
that you can gain from life deep in your soul if you will only let yourself 
be more than social expectations. Lots of busy busy without smelling 
the roses in the process. 

LIF WSH LIFE WISH BVC#  86 

Person has unwanted death wish that is commonly conscious, but 
uncommonly discussed. Many have an unconscious death wish that 
only shows by the frequent number of diseases they catch, one after 
another. 

LOV & ABS LOVE & ABUSE BVC# 279 

These are called "mixed bonding issues". Love is mixed with abuse, 
rejection, belittlement and requirements. Love always has some 
conditions and this remedy is for the perceived exaggeration of 
conditions. Although it seems based on the subject's history, it is more 
about how the subject perceived the events. With this remedy the issue 
is more intense than the actual history. The perceived negatives 
become a requirement and a redefinition of  how love is manifested. 
Then the package of expectations, rejections and desires become a 
pattern. The subject now is on automatic pilot looking for the confused 
mixture because it is a safe, familiar confusion (instead of love). It is 
amazing how many people in the counseling occupation are motivated 
by this personal confusion to help others straighten out their confusion. 
It may be that this remedy would help the counselors themselves - and 
we are all counselors to some degree. 

LOV IDE LOVE IDEA BVC# 163 

There is an infatuation with the idea of loving and being in love. 
Somewhat oblivious to facts, there is a dreamy existence somewhere 
between reality and fantasy that often takes you from one "lover" to the 
next. True love is almost impossible with this affliction. 

LOV NUF LOVE ENOUGH BVC# 233 
For people who think they are unable to love enough. They feel that no 
matter what they do that involves love that it will not be enough and 
they will disappoint whomever they love. 

LOV SWT LOVE SWEET BVC# 119 

For people who perceive romance as an enslavement and see love as 
a job.  They want to get to the business of "loving" without 
incorporating the sweetness of romance.  Love can be sweet with 
romance. The person may know this, but practices it or finds ways to 
include "romance" into the JOB description. 

M SHOCK MOTHER SHOCK BVC# 122 

All the dreamy wishes of having a baby to care for and love give way to 
the reality of 24/7 care of a bundle of needs. Sleep is lost, the child 
modality makes everyone look like a child, including the husband 
(dangerous) until mother's individuality seems lost and the whole world 
is a nursery. Hopefully perspective can be regained while feeding the 
adrenals to regain energy. 

MAG SHF MAGNET SHIFT BVC# 230 

We magnetize to ourselves our experiences, relationships and 
encounters. This remedy is for those who set their magnets on the 
wrong targets because of misguided beliefs. For instance, a common 
belief of "the good ones are always married" sometimes sets a magnet 
to attract a married person which becomes a messy affair. The remedy 
encourages a change of beliefs and the corresponding magnet for the 
manifestation of the new belief. What do you want to believe? Would 
you be willing to magnetize the fulfillment of that belief?  

MARI MARIJUANA 
ADDICTION BVC#  79 For those who have trouble letting go of the weed that knocks holes in 

your aura. 

MARTYR MARTYR BVC# 234 

For those who are card-carrying members of the "no-pain-no-gain" 
club. These people carry subtitles on their card that read" lots of pain is 
good" (and forget about any mention of gain). All of find ourselves in 
some form of sacrifice for the good of what we love. The people with 
this virus-made exaggeration believe that life is only right if the 
circumstances look like they can't win and sacrifice is just their lot in 
life. Many of the subjects would never say that. but most have trouble 
making a living, keeping a healthy relationship and feeling the 
happiness in life. With all due respect to religious martyrs, that's not 
what life is about. 

MASKIS MASOCHIST BVC# 115 
Often finding actions and endeavors that wind up hurting you overtly or 
subtly, emotionally or physically reveals a magnified belief that you 
need to be hurt to exist in the world. 
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MLT FIX MULTI FIXATIONS BVC# 226 

Like multiple obsessions, there is a propensity to have a virus-
exaggerated fixation on multiple subjects. Usually the subject/activity 
you're involved in receives the most fixation. Whatever you are 
involved in seems to be the whole world for a while. Varying subjects 
will repeat in mild obsession for varying times. There is a need to be 
totally engrossed in your subject even if the subject changes 
occasionally. In some manner you do not lead a life, but a series of 
total emersions. Blood sugar changes seem the largest trigger. 

MNTNS MOUNTAINS OUT 
OF MOLE HILLS BVC# 272 

For people who worry lots and expend lots of energy over small issues, 
treating them like huge problems instead of the small issues they are. 
These subjects lose relationships of all kinds because others fear they 
could be misunderstood or misaccused for the smallest of gestures 
that might be misinterpreted. 

MOR TIM MORE TIME BVC# 108 
A phobia that there's never enough time. Time is frequently blamed for 
not doing what you want to do. Time management becomes easier 
when the virus combination is gone. 

MOUSE MUSOPHOBIA BVC# 282 A phobia of mice, not moose.  "Mus" in Latin means mouse. (Maybe 
science calls moose phobia Mousaphobia).  

MTK RTK MISTAKE 
RETAKE BVC# 254 

One mistake is exaggerated to a failure judgment about every 
endeavor. Instead of seeing a mistake as a learning step, it is 
processed as a sign that everything the subject does is wrong. There is 
considerable (unnecessary) self-criticism and profound loss of 
confidence along this path. Life could be a lot better without this even 
though a person may have learned to live with themselves holding 
some degree of this belief. 

MUL PER MULTIPLE 
PERSONALITY BVC# 193 

Aspects of our personality change to what feels like and looks like 
different personality or people. When the different aspects are given 
names, then a person is drifting into this category. We forget that 
personality traits are an expression we use and control, not that use 
and control us. All of us need to become friends with the different 
aspects of ourselves. In this instance, the remedies help the different 
personalities become friends with each other until they act together. 

MULA MONETARY 
ABUNDANCE BVC#  67 The belief that I can't have the money I want. 

MY WAY MY WAY BVC# 212 

The subject wants everything "my way" and acts like he/she is never 
wrong. He is sensitive to colors and reacts to smells and different 
foods. Can be nasty, can rage, can spite, can pick and will rarely 
share. 

NAIL GR NAIL GROW BVC#  95 Nail biters 

NEG NOG NEGATIVE 
NOGLEY BVC#  85 

The cup is more than half empty. Opinion and subject of talk is so 
frequently what is bad; what went bad; what could go bad. Bad and 
wrong are synonyms.  The feeling is that the world is full of things you 
can't trust and must be careful of. 

NIT GRT NITTY GRITTY BVC# 201 

Liking the gory, dirty details of something (like the human body when in 
surgery). Seeing it fascinates you - the grosser the condition the better. 
An attraction to the environment and participation in the visceral feel 
and juicy reality in something like the MASH unit or in a leprosy 
epidemic. 

NOS NIC NOSE NICE BVC# 158 
People who believe their nose is not the right shape when most 
everyone around them says the nose is fine. This helps you see your 
nose more objectively. 

NRTUR NURTURE BVC# 116 

The person defines their life by how they nurture others (and rarely 
themselves) (see EVE ELS). Usually the belief excludes other activities 
and accomplishments until the person becomes a pleasant slave in 
need of people to serve. 

NTR EXP NATURE 
EXPANSION BVC# 172 

Loving nature so much, you escape into it, often with a not-so-
subconscious desire to leave behind humanity. By removing the 
excluding part of the compulsion, you can expand your scope to 
include people in your life while retaining a more balanced love of 
nature. 
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NYMPHO NYMPHOMANIAC BVC#  14 Driven to sex by compulsion  

OBVIUS OBVIOUS BVC# 207 

When you are looking for something and you can't see it when it is 
directly in front of you. In more subtle ways there are issues to be 
found and solved in your life that are frequently presented, but you 
can't see the pattern or the need. There is a propensity to look to the 
peripheral instead of the center,  physically, mentally, and emotionally. 

ON TIME ON TIME BVC# 107 

Like the Mad Hatter, you're frequently late for a very important date.  
The subconscious routine of control disgusts others instead of making 
them think you are important. Being on time is an appreciation of 
others that will eventually become an appreciation of yourself. 

OPN ARM OPEN ARMS BVC#  93 People with a belief that what you create and/or who you are will 
normally be rejected. You'd rather be accepted with open arms. 

ORGNIZ ORGANIZE BVC# 162 
Somewhat like DYSLEXIA. Instead of getting numbers or words 
backwards like dyslexia, plans and appointments are either forgotten, 
confused or mixed up. Helps for those who misplace things easily. 

OUT CST OUTCEST BVC#  83 

When incest dominates parts of your life and holds your judgment of 
yourself in the past, it doesn't allow you to progress in life. The remedy 
does not try to change the fact, but attempts to allow the life focus to 
expand. 

PAC RAT PACK RAT BVC# 118 

People who save many things of questionable value to others. The 
house and/or garage often has stacks of objects sometimes to the 
point of filling whole rooms. In a lighter version, people who can't part 
with some items they hold on to. (See LET GO). 

PAN MEM PAINFUL 
MEMORIES BVC# 209 

The memory of your pain and/or others magnifies a sense of 
helplessness. When those near you exhibit pain or emotional need, 
this condition causes you to shut down. As if you are somewhat 
paralyzed, you find yourself unable to extend help, even when you 
want to. 

PAR RES PARENT 
RESPONSIBILITY BVC# 165 

This person takes responsibility for parent happiness as a prerequisite 
or reason for not developing their own life. It is a noble thought that 
excludes thoughts of possible interference with the parent's 
subconscious, deeper plans that the child does not perceive. Taking 
this does not mean that you will forget your parent(s). 

PARAD 1 PARADE #1 BVC# 231 

A parade of thoughts passes through the pons of the brain because we 
hold our concepts of love in the area and all thoughts are compared to 
our belief about love. In this remedy there are miasms and pathogens 
in the pons that distort and exaggerate love beliefs into negatives . . . 
like rejection, revenge, resentment, etc. The subject feels like a 
multiple personality of conflicting beliefs. The subject virtually expects 
to be rejected by society for their interests, obsessions and 
compulsions. By repairing this impediment to the pons we expect it will 
become easier to love without distortion and to attract love without 
rejection. 

PAT PRAISE AND 
ATTENTION BVC# 154 

There is a need for praise and attention that seems to never be 
sufficiently fulfilled when the borna virus exaggerates this need. Often 
the person criticizes or complains about others as one of the many 
ways to gain PAT for themselves. 

PATENC PATIENCE BVC#  51 Impatience with others beyond reason.  Quick to bite at people who are 
slower than you want. 

PEDFIL PEDOPHILIA BVC# 189 

A sexual desire for young children. The components of the formula are 
similar to CAUGHT plus multiple fungi often smelled in religious 
buildings. There can be many unperceived cases by the holders which 
impedes adult relationships subconsciously. 

PER PER PERFECT 
PERFORMANCE BVC# 202 

Subjects won't get into the endeavor that they feel that they can't do 
perfectly. At the slightest sign of imperfection they will stop any new 
activity. If they feel they can't put their heart into it, then it's not for 
them. The virus will keep them from trying new things and give them 
some sort of superiority complex in whatever they do. None of us 
performs perfectly. Although some of us perform well in some tasks, 
waiting for perfection is waiting for an illusion. Sometimes trying 
something that requires practice will lead you to your true life work and 
ultimate accomplishment. 
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PERMSN PERMISSION BVC# 245 

A sense of needing someone to give permission for you to proceed 
with parts of your life virtually rules progress. The "someone" is usually 
a vague concept ranging from God through authority figures to parents. 
There is an assumption that certain levels of activity are not within your 
range of choice by yourself. The "someone" must declare approval 
before you are free to act. It also has tinges of feeling you are being 
"right" to withhold yourself until the approval is given from God knows 
where.  

PET PAN PETER PAN 
SYNDROME BVC# 186 

A part of you doesn't want to "grow up" into somber adulthood for fear 
you'll never retrieve what you feel you missed in your childhood. Many 
parts of you are very competent and responsible, but you are impelled 
to act something like a much younger "adult" in other areas. 

PIC PICKY BVC#  15 Picks on details, sarcastic comments when others don't do small things 
the way they would have 

PIT LOV PITY LOVE BVC# 101 
The person learns to get pity as a substitute for love. They often get 
sick or get in predicaments as a means to get pity in the belief that it's 
the only substitute for love that is available. 

PLA PLA PLAYFUL 
PLAYMATE BVC# 178 

A relationship that includes play needs people who are ready, willing 
and able to play. Some of us have a kind of phobia about playing and 
wish we could enjoy more easily. Here's a good chance to both be one 
and attract one (and bring the same out of your significant other). 

PLSURE PLEASURE 
ACCEPT BVC# 249 

This remedy is based on an ancient religious-based belief that any 
pleasure accepted is a denial of God focus. Therefore the denial of 
pleasure is thought to ensure a dedication to a Godly life. It is a fairly 
strong issue for most of the religions of the Piscean age of martyrism. It 
is frequently not a conscious belief, but is frequently a deeply held 
subconscious belief. There is a question of how valuable the belief was 
before 1975 and there is an even greater question of it now in the 
Aquarian age. If the fulfillment of a life purpose is to do what you love 
to do (and feel called by the universe of God to do), the acceptance of 
pleasure could help the acceptance of what you are called for. 

PN PNCH PENNY PINCHING BVC# 166 

This takes otherwise good thriftiness to an extreme. If you almost 
automatically worry or complain about the price of what you buy, this is 
yours, regardless of how you rationalize. It prevents you from seeing 
value and will eventually prevent you from buying what is best for you. 

POSESS POSSESSION BVC# 280 

For subjects who subunconsciously want to be possessed. In religious 
circles there may be a desire to be possessed by the holy spirit or in 
other circles a desire to be possessed by a mate or an institution, idea 
or a country patriotism. It always carries fears of being possessed by 
what you don't want as well as the subconscious desire to strongly 
associate with what you want. Usually the term possession is not used 
in these circles. It is more seen as being with the right forces or kind of 
influence. Subjects usually have a pretty long list of what is good and 
what is bad. In many ways it indicates exaggerated abdication of the 
subject's personal inner strength to an outside force judged to be better 
than the self. The remedy is to allow more personal inner strength and 
spirituality to emerge. 

POV POF POVERTY POOF BVC# 199 

A driving fear of poverty that pushes a person to do anything not to be 
poor. They may have lots of money and still fear poverty. Although 
poverty is very expensive, the borna fear of it may keep you from doing 
what is your best expression and therefore make you unhappy while 
running for money. Ironically, when you do what you are best suited 
for, the money always comes. 

PPOCD POST PARTUM 
OCD BVC# 168 

After giving birth, uncontrollable visions of killing the child often 
(temporarily) override your love. The visions are frightening and not 
understood by you, doctors, social workers and other authorities. 
Thankfully this is only a virus combination that can easily be cured 
before you mistakenly declare yourself out of control. There can also 
be a separate depression that also needs help. 

PREJDC PREJUDICE BVC# 132 

The bias for or against something that seems reasonable to the subject 
and unreasonable to others. Like all closed thoughts, we seem to find 
ample evidence to support the position and ignore equally ample 
evidence for the opposite viewpoint. For those who want to be right or 
correct, it would be wise to take this so that your favorite viewpoint has 
a chance to stand (or mellow) without blind disregard of facts. 
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PRESRV PRESERVE BVC#  45 
Subconscious thought of needing to preserve that usually shows up in 
weight. Physiologically the remedy is designed to release thyroid-
stimulating hormones from pituitary. 

PRFCTM PERFECTIONISM BVC# 242 

The subject holds themselves to an imaginary standard of perfect in 
almost all areas of life. Feeling they never quite obtain the status of 
perfect, they become masters of hiding their standards and appear 
almost overly humble. It's tough to live with them because they are so 
tough on themselves. They often wear out their pancreases because 
there is little recognition of the sweetness of life. They wear out their 
adrenals, pituitary and thymus through the worry about doing things 
"right". Their brains are usually in turmoil; and they act their way 
through a facade of satisfaction or acceptance of life. Everybody but 
them sees they are accomplishing splendidly. Worse with failure 
judgment. 

PRINC PRINCE(SS) BVC#  31 Believes should be treated like a princess or prince.  "World centers 
around me" 

PRNG AD PORNOGRAPHY 
ADDICTION BVC# 273 

As the name implies this addiction is to voyeurism and sometimes acts 
of pornography. Take with remedy Addiction so this doesn't transfer to 
another type of addiction. 

PROCRS PROCRASTINATI
ON BVC# 126 Putting things off, sometimes forever, sometimes until you are forced to 

do them. Cleaning your liver also helps. 

PSH OUT PUSH OUT BVC#  55 
Subconsciously pushes others away as means of being without 
interruption or free from some form of attack that is perceived (and 
possibly not real) 

PST PRO PAST IS 
PROLOGUE BVC# 159 

An exaggerated emotion about the past accomplishments that holds us 
from creating greater success in the future. Letting go of this allows the 
old adage of "the past is prologue". The experience gained from the 
past then becomes the basis for a commencement, a graduation. 

PWR FER POWER FEAR BVC# 269 
This Borna combination keeps people from success that would allow 
their true worth and power to manifest. This remedy is designed to 
release the creative power, not to make dominant power over others. 

REAL ME REAL ME BVC# 104 

A phobia about being who you truly are for fear that  will not be 
acceptable.  Wanting some "significant other " to be attracted to the 
real me while you are not willing to be the real me, leaves little chance 
for the law of "like attracts like" to work. 

REGRET REGRET BVC#  89 

Pre birth to consciously held feeling of regret ranging from mild to 
severe.  In most childhood diseases of a severe nature, especially if 
the disease involves nerves. Can precipitate a nerve disease if 
harbored after an event that is regretted. 

REHRS REHEARSE HOLD BVC# 285 

Manifestations are preceded by visualizations . . .except when they 
don't work. One of the reasons they don't always work is due to this 
exaggeration that visualizations are only imaginary rehearsal and 
imaginary rehearsal is categorized as an action that can never happen. 
The exaggerated thought is a large trap in the process of visualizing 
what you want. 

REPEAT REPEAT BVC#  84 As if a form of dementia, the person repeats facts, opinions, etc, 
especially if they are emotionally involved in the subject. 

RESMO RESPONSIBLE 
OVER BVC#  16 Over responsible. protective, carries everyone on shoulders 

(smothering to others growth) 

RIGHTO RIGHTO BVC#  17 Needs to be right and fearful that life will dissolve if not always proven 
right 

ROMANC ROMANCE   
ABUNDANCE BVC#  68 

The belief that I can't have romance in my life. Often justified by 
reasons such as too busy or the right person hasn't been born since 
Adonis or Aphrodite. 

RSK TAK RISK TAKER BVC# 155 
Compulsive gambling is the most obvious obsession to describe this 
exaggeration. People who flaunt death, disfigurement, jail and rebuff 
are somewhat more subtle examples. 
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RUL SML RULES SHMULES BVC# 237 

There are souls who feel bound to do everything according to the 
correct rule. Sometimes the rules are written. Sometimes the rules are 
not written. Regardlessly the person has to do what they do according 
to some outside dictate. In areas where they don't know the rules, they 
gladly follow someone who thinks they know the rules, even if the 
someone is wrong. Hmmm. The remedy is designed to shift you to 
creations, so that you can break the rule - like "regardlessly" - and still 
be effective. 

RUT RUT BVC# 255 

For a feeling of always treading down a similar path. As the joke says, 
your life, your activities and your patterns fell like "deja vu all over 
again". There is usually discouragement that nothing will improve and 
you may lead the rest of your life with little variation. If the only 
constant in the world is change, then this virus stands between the 
sense of a "stuck" life and the changes that await you. 

S DEF SEXUAL 
DEFAMATION BVC# 142 

Virus based attraction to the "seedy" side of sex when love is not 
fulfilling. In a "no-win" loop, there is a concurrent thought that love 
takes away from sexual excitement. 

SATSFY SATISFY BVC#  43 
Feeling that they cannot do enough or be enough to satisfy another in 
a relationship.  At work they are hard to satisfy and do not attract 
people to work with or for them easily. 

SAY WAT SAY WHAT BVC# 169 

Often considered a male disease, this virus combination seems to 
prevent the translation of feeling into language. If the translation is 
possible, it also prevents words from leaving the mouth. This is a help, 
not a cure-all for relationships. More important, it helps you become 
more comfortable with you. 

SCHIZ SCHIZOPHRENIA BVC# 150 
A condition characterized by gross distortions of reality, fragmentation 
of thought, delusions, hallucinations, auditory perception of voices and 
unusual physical antics. 

SCRTCH SCRATCH BVC#  59 Compulsive scratching 

SEA FER SEA FEAR BVC# 194 
Officially called "thalassophobia", it is a  fear of the sea, from fearing 
what is in the sea that might be dangerous to a fear of being consumed 
by the sea. See also WAT FER. 

SEC WEP SEC WHEP BVC#  18 Insecure 

SELIP SELLIPULATE BVC# 274 

The subject is often telling others what to do, what should be done and 
how it should be done. The subject considers themselves as one who 
knows. All of us have this to some degree and for some it is born out of 
experience and/or knowledge. In this exaggeration the subject is 
actually telling you/selling you/manipulating you about how they want it 
for them. It is mostly so they can win an argument or rectify their 
misdoing by telling you that you are wrong (see also YR MY BD). The 
suggestions/dictates are really what would make life easy for them and 
usually lack a lot of facts about the total picture. They make dangerous 
consultants, difficult partners and slanted reporters. Hopefully the 
remedy can help shift the oblivious self-concentration to a broader, 
more objective viewpoint. 

SEN HIB SENSUALLY 
INHIBITED BVC#  48 Physical intimacy, sensually, sometimes sexually, that is rarely if ever 

appealing or satisfying  

SEN WEL SEEN WELL BVC# 261 

There is a fear of exposure. Sometimes it is a fear of being exposed for 
inadequate or unknowledgeable or incapable. Sometimes it is a fear of 
being seen in the wrong clothes or no clothes. In a few cases this is a 
well-played unconscious ruse by the subject who wants to be 
discovered. In all cases it will be easier to proceed in life without this 
twist. 

SENS U SENSUAL 
POWER BVC#  94 

Unleashes the sensuality that flows through all of our perceptions, 
including far more than sexuality. Through the use of the unlimited 
feeling of life we can arrive at our grace, our wisdom, our compassion 
and our love. Primarily for old, trusting souls. 

SEX ADD SEX ADDICTION BVC#  19 
Got to have sex because their life seems incomplete without it. 
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SEX AGE SEX AGE BVC# 161 An exaggeration of the thought, "The older I get, the more sex will 
destroy my spirituality". Take with ENZYME REGENERATION 

SFT SND SOFT SOUNDS BVC# 203 

The fear of loud, sudden sounds (like Thunder SHH), including popping 
of balloons, sharp cries, pounding, the noise from falling objects, etc.. 
This is very much an adrenal cortex insufficiency as well as a virus-
magnified issue. 

SHM JDG SHAME 
JUDGEMENT BVC# 205 

Shame judging yourself as inferior or accepting the same judgment of 
others. This often starts in families where the parents argued and the 
child took on the responsibility for bringing their love back together. 
When the love did not return 100%, then the child becomes ashamed 
of his/herself for failure. Much of the ensuing adult behavior becomes 
an attempt to help others to show some semblance of worthwhile 
harboring so much shame that you will not let yourself acknowledge 
yourself for what you accomplish. Multiple side strategies build in the 
life to keep from being blamed for something. 

SHOK GO SHOCK GO BVC#  47 Holding on to an emotional event that you can't seem to let go of.  Like 
emotional shell shock 

SHP HOL SHOPAHOLICS BVC# 124 
For people who look at shopping like a necessity. They find all kinds of 
excuses to shop at first and then need no excuse to leave everything 
behind just to look and find bargains. (See also GOT BUY) 

SHT OUT SHUT OUT BVC#  53 When unsure or unable to process thoughts/feelings, shuts others off 
and out. 

SHY SHY BVC#  20 Fearful of asserting themselves even when they feel right.  Misses 
opportunities 

SIG OTH SIGNIFICANT 
OTHER BVC# 179 

We all suspected there might be some allergic condition we have to 
attracting a significant other. This remedy is the assembly of pathogens 
that makes us put out repelling vibrations to someone we would prefer 
to attract. We left the definition of "significant" wide open. You might 
want to take ROMANCE with this if that is your aim. 

SIGNIF SIGNIFICANT BVC# 210 

The common misperception of being insignificant is behind many 
deeply held angers. Often starting with a self-judgment of 
insignificance when you are unable to solve your parents' love issues, 
you feel discounted and continually seek over compensation in other 
relationships. In your work you feel insufficiently significant if you think 
you are not paid enough. In your "significant-other" relationship you 
want to be adored and be absolutely indispensable to their very 
existence. When you let yourself become significant to you the road 
opens to being magnificent and loveable. 

SL HEAR SELECTIVE 
HEARING BVC#  96 Some people with this affliction seem to only hear what they want to 

hear and claim hearing disability with the rest. 

SLF CNF SELF 
CONFIDENCE BVC# 219 

This helps remove a block in the Hippocampus and Pons of the brain 
that magnifies hesitation to have confidence in who you are and what 
you can do. Energy test this remedy for appropriateness because there 
are many ways to improve self-confidence.  

SLF DEN SELF DENIAL BVC#  77 

Denying to care for yourself or appropriately clothe yourself or to 
reward yourself maybe a leftover vestige of ecclesiastic life or belief, as 
if you are a nun or a monk. Mothers run into this pattern frequently, 
often justifying their denial relevant to the children. (similar to 
EVERYBODY ELSE). If you find yourself a "human doing" instead of a 
"human being", this is yours. See Birth Rite. 

SLF DMD SELF 
DEMANDING BVC#  49 Demands performance of self as if a machine with little consideration 

for the human process 

SLF ENC 
SELF 
ENCOURAGEME
NT 

BVC# 239 

The constant thought of what more could I do needs replacement with 
the thought of how well I am doing. The subject always seeks to learn 
more, do better, do more. Yet they do not see themselves on a 
treadmill of discarding their current ability. To take this remedy is to 
take a step from being a human "doing" to being a human being. With 
this affliction, the subject rarely encourages themselves that they are 
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already on the right path. The encouragement of this remedy is that 
who you are and what you do is working better than you realize. 

SLF LTH SELF LOATHING BVC# 129 

Often this helps people who just don't feel good enough about 
themselves. On the end of the spectrum is the continual and 
unreasonable hating of self-linked with justifications, however large or 
small, of blame, guilt and inadequacy. A full cup is seen as empty. 

SMK ADD SMOKING 
ADDICTION BVC#  21 Needs to smoke even when they have asthma, emphysema and on 

oxygen tank 

SND PAP SANDPAPER BVC#  22 Complainer/Agitator 

SOLITR SOLITAIRE 
ADDICTION BVC# 264 

Those with this issue describe it as a compulsive diversion. When they 
have work to do that they can't figure out or don't want to do, they 
divert to the "semi mind paralysis of solitaire (with cards or on the 
computer). 

SPC DYS SPATIAL 
DYSLEXIA BVC#  23 Trouble with direction, maps. 

SPI BYE SPIDER 
GOODBYE BVC# 195 

A fear of spiders and critters that look like spiders called 
"arachnophobia". The sight of one of these small animals might as well 
be like a charging elephant when the Borna exaggerates them. 

SPNTNY SPONTANEITY BVC# 184 

It seems that these people often feel that they are asked to perform 
when they have no script. If they are not prepared for questions or 
unexpected opportunities, they become tongue-tied, fumbling for 
response and hard-pressed to accept life's invitations. After this 
remedy they may not especially dance on tables, but they will start to 
let opportunities open doors. 

STABLE STABLE BVC#  97 

Emotional stability for those who attract unstable emotional situations 
or partners. Desires with clearly foreseeable negative consequences 
can be balanced with opportunities of exploration with better chances 
of success. Stability can be adventurous and creative. Usually there is 
a family history where emotions were unstable. 

STF FTR STUFFED WITH 
FATHER BVC# 225 

The subconscious is stuffed full of rules and judgments based upon the 
embracing or rejection of the beliefs of father. It ranges from what he 
said or didn't say; what he did or didn't do; and what he thought was 
right or wrong. Often without our knowing it we are leading and 
defending his criteria of life. As you let go of this it is time to create and 
enjoy your own path. 

STF MTR STUFFED WITH 
MOTHER BVC# 224 

The subconscious is stuffed full of rules and judgments based upon the 
embracing or rejection of the beliefs of mother. It ranges from what she 
said or didn't say; what she did or didn't do; and what she thought was 
right or wrong. Often without our knowing it we are leading and 
defending her criteria of life. As you let go of this it is time to create and 
enjoy your own path. 

STG FRT STAGE FRIGHT BVC#  46 Fear of appearing in front of others in a way that you will conspicuously 
be seen and/or heard. 

STK RSP STUCK 
RESPONSIBLE BVC# 262 

The fear of the responsibility of being with the "wrong" person or 
situation. Although there are aspects of Greener Grass, the issue is 
more of a  martyristic proclivity to "stick it out" because the subject 
chose the relationship and will "have to live with it". The sense of 
pending imprisonment make the subject reluctant to make lasting 
commitments for fear of being wrong and living the commitment like a 
jail term. If you push a person with this affliction into a commitment, 
you'll be seen as a jailor instead of a fellow inmate. Because these 
people are usually reliable people they "look like" good partners, if it 
weren't for this dinosaur in the ointment. 

STRT NW START NOW BVC# 105 

A belief that now is never the time to start what is best to do.  It is 
always "after this takes place" or "that is done" until the life is a series 
of this and that’s instead of fulfillment.  Usually includes a 
subconscious thought of "I can't". 

STTR STUTTER BVC# 153 
Stuttering or stammering has a lot to do with this virus in a certain part 
of the brain. 
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SUICID SUICIDE BVC# 145 
On again (sometimes off again) propensity to take your own life. It is 
usually cast in a belief environment of any of hopelessness, despair, 
depression, worthlessness, inability to change and great feeling of loss. 

SUS WUS SUSPICIOUS BVC#  24 Overly suspicious, especially in relationships 

TAK CAR TAKE CARE BVC# 160 

If people say or imply that you are asking too much of them, this 
exaggerated expectation may have "snuck in your back door" without 
you observing it. If for no other reason, take this as a reality check to 
be sure you're not expecting people to take care of you beyond 
courtesy. 

TALKO TALKO BVC#  25 Talks so much that it's almost a monologue. Hard for others to get a 
word into a conversation. Cuts other people off. 

TBO NDO TABOO UNDO BVC# 284 

The virus combination collects a number of actions, ways of being and 
even thoughts into a forbidden zone. Small and large issues are not 
acceptable even under the right circumstances. Most have to do with 
sexual enjoyment, ways of being that match unacceptable images of 
self and explorations of self that have been deemed to lead to 
unacceptable directions. The term,  "nice girls and boys don't do that" 
has been taken way too far. 

TES DET TEST DETEST BVC#  88 Phobia about taking a test or being tested/measured in any way. 

THUN SH THUNDER SHH BVC# 196 

A fear of the sound of thunder that makes people quiver. The desire to 
hide is overwhelming, just as the sense of helplessness is terrifying. 
Hopefully after this remedy thunder will sound like the music of the 
1812 Overture. 

TRMOIL TURMOIL BVC# 151 Turmoil of childhood, divorce, withheld success, etc. that has been 
installed in the consciousness as a way of life like long-term shock. 

TROMP TROMPLE BVC#  26 Fear of being controlled by others. 

TWST NF TWIST OF THE 
KNIFE BVC# 259 

For highly/overly sensitive people who too often see insults or slights 
when none are intended. The slightest misinterpretation feels like 
someone stabbed them and twisted the inserted knife. There are 
strong elements of disassociation disorder, where other people are 
constantly seen as doing things wrong. They will probably disagree 
with how this description is written. Subjects often retreat to protect 
themselves. They vacillate between wanting more friends and seeing 
them as risks for new wounds. God forbid you should venture a friendly 
analysis or criticism and elicit a strong retort from the subject. 

TYP WIN TYPE WIN BVC# 152 

Whether you have classified yourself as an egghead, jock, nerd, techy 
or any other group, self -judgments about your "type" have kept you 
from winning. There is an exaggerated thought that my type doesn't 
win in romance or society. It is time to allow yourself to be a winner. 

ULT CLN ULTRA CLEAN BVC#  39 Fear of filth, although the definition of filth might include a speck of 
dust. May overlap w/ DRT LES, CLEAN, 

VIC PAY VICTIM PAYOFF BVC# 204 

For those whose life history shows a victim consciousness because 
they seemingly have been victimized frequently either in work or 
relationships or by the universe in general. It doesn't dawn on many 
subjects that their subconscious is wired so that being a victim is a 
payoff. Subconsciously they are attracting victim circumstances in the 
belief that they will get attention, pity, love, excuses for not doing their 
life work and a host of other mental configurations that make being a 
victim a good thing. This remedy is for those who can accept a payoff 
from ending victimization. The universe will easily support and condone 
a life without struggle and victimization . . . which would make life 
better for us all. 

VIPIM VIPER IMAGE BVC# 103 

If you love someone, you believe it means to surrender to them, lose 
yourself and they will destroy you like a viper. These fears send out 
messages to the people that you want to love you that it will be wrong 
to love you, so they go away in order to protect you.     . 

WAL FLR WALLFLOWER BVC# 181 

For those who prefer to disappear in a crowd. It is a combination of 
fears including inadequate social graces, embarrassment for being, 
specific-circumstance shyness and more. The condition turns parties 
and social functions from a dread to a joy (well, maybe not every 
function will qualify). 
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WAT FER WATER FEAR BVC# 191 Officially "aquaphobia" this is a fear of water usually in quantities, like a 
lake or pond. See also SEA FER. 

WB HRD WON'T BE HEARD BVC#  82 

Feels like whatever he/she says, it won't be heard, so often doesn't 
speak as much as would like.  However, if combined with the BVC of 
TALKO, the feeling is like incessant talking until heard (which may feel 
like never). With REPEAT it feels like the same issue has to be resaid 
multiple times and even then, it isn't heard and/or isn't remembered by 
others. 

WEALTH WEALTH BVC# 198 

Like MULA is a fear of having money, this is a fear of the status and 
expectations of having lots of money to the point of wealth. When you 
have this borna there is no definition of how much money equals 
wealth, but there is a suspicion to the point of fear and despisal of 
people who have wealth. After this remedy the issue will rightfully be 
that it is not a matter of having wealth and being wealthy, it is simply 
the choice of how to use what you have. See also EXPCNS. 

WEL WEL WELL WELL BVC#  34 Phobia of having any disease 

WHELMO OVERWHELMED BVC#  27 Overwhelmed by responsibility, needs, situation, etc. 

WHIN WHINE NOT BVC#  66 

When children whine it is obvious. When adults whine, it is often a left 
over from childhood. They often talk about why things aren't right for 
them, how things need to be changed, why their life is limited by the 
actions they have to take to make life right for them, why conditions 
don't work. 

WHO I AM WHO I AM BVC# 208 

Fear that others will not know who you are and you won't be seen (or 
you will be overlooked). People often buy "things" that they feel 
expresses who they are so that others will see them through their 
"things". There is a fear of inadequate personal expression often 
coupled with the fear that someone else will express themselves better 
and be seen instead of them. 

WID SCP WIDER SCOPE BVC#  78 

Opening yourself to a wider scope of possible solutions to issues. 
Emotionally or mentally or materially you may find yourself in a belief 
that there are no other possibilities than what you currently see and 
therefore confine yourself to a limited existence. It may also 
incorporate your interests and possibilities into an amalgamation that 
becomes a bigger picture. 

WNDR D/S WONDERFUL 
DAUGHTER/SON BVC# 267 

There's a loop of thinking that makes the subject continually strive 
beyond reason and reality to be the perfect child of parents. The 
parents may have passed: the subject may have married and become 
a parent, yet the focus is still on being the best daughter or son 
possible. Often there are conditions where no person could have been 
acknowledged as a good child. The rest of life is secondary to this 
condition. Often taken with daughter/son completion. 

WNT DRV WANT DRIVER BVC# 240 

The subject with this exaggerated emotion is usually driven past 
reason or prudence to obtain something or someone. The object of 
want usually has little to do with the subject's life plan or life strategy. 
The want may be sparked by any one of several concepts. Sometimes 
it's because the object is scarce; sometimes because it is "forbidden 
fruit"; sometimes because it is a fad for peer acceptance. Without this 
affliction, the reason for wanting the object may be described as, "It 
looked like a good idea at the time". For an equally substantial (?) 
reason the object may later be dropped for some other want. With this 
affliction the want compels the subject to action and he or she simply 
cannot hear the wisdom of other's advice or even their own inner 
guidance. Usually the subject learns the hard way that the object does 
not make sense. Then the subject enters a period of disappointment 
and/or depression . . . until the next want drives them. 

WNT OTH WANT FOR 
OTHERS BVC# 241 

The subject is almost obsessed in wanting a benefit or a something for 
others. Usually they so discount their own desires or needs that they 
can't distinguish what they want for others from what they want for 
themselves. They often justify the position by stating that they are 
fulfilled by the desire in behalf of other people - that they will be happy 
if the other is happy. There is sometimes the danger that they want 
something for another more than the other person wants it for themself. 
On the one hand this is an admirable altruism that belongs to a saint 
(which they are often compared to). On the other hand the 
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exaggerated emotion pushes the subject almost out of their own 
existence. Correspondingly they often alarmingly detract from their own 
life, their own capabilities and their own values almost to the point of a 
death wish. 

WOR LES WORRY LESS BVC#  28 Worries about many things excessively, although may not be aware of 
it. 

WRK WRK WORK WORK BVC# 200 

Without the borna component this remedy obviously didn't work well for 
workaholics. The fear of not working is tied to feeling not valuable 
enough or not acceptable enough. (See also ENUFF). There is a 
component of feeling insufficiently loveable enough that you must 
"earn" something short of love to be worthwhile. (See also WORTH). 

WRT WRT WRITE WRITE BVC#  32 Difficult to write by hand, as in signing any papers, making notes for 
self or others 

YES BUT YES BUT BVC#  62 Always finding reasons why good or logical solutions won't work, 
especially for themselves. 

YIPEE YIPEE BVC#  29 Hopeless 

YR MY BD YOU'RE MY BAD BVC# 276 

In psychological terms this is called projection. Whatever the subjects 
do not like in their own lives and judge to be bad about themselves, 
they accuse others of having these traits. If they are moody, they 
frequently accuse others of being in a bad mood. If they are not loyal 
they accuse others of being disloyal. Psychiatrists have noted that one 
person constantly projecting their bad onto a second person often 
convince the second person he or she have these projected traits. This 
creates a distorted first person and a confused second person. The 
remedy is designed to help both recognize the truth. It should be noted 
that some, overly humble people will do the opposite and project their 
good on to others. The result is a little nicer, but still distorted and 
confused. 

YUM YUM YUM YUM BVC#  30 Over-eating. Can't pass up seconds or thirds, even when knows 
should. 
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